Lab Scavenger Hunt

What is the best way to get rid of sputum?

Write down 3 rules of exercise.
1.
2.
3.

How many doctors are there on the patient memorial wall?

How much did a butterfly pin cost from the Trudeau workshop?

How long did Dr. Baldwin have to wait before he could get into the sanitarium?

What job did Miss Marguerite de Longue have after she recovered from TB?

What building was on the 1934 Christmas seal?

What is the shape of the TB bacteria?

What scientist (German Physician) became famous isolating the living bacteria that causes anthrax?

Dr. Trudeau tested 15 rabbits in his famous “Rabbit Island” experiment. How many of the rabbits died?

Compare and contrast 2 microscopes you see in the lab.
Compare – similarities
Contrast – differences

Looking in the laboratory “cubicle” (room), what do you see that tells you how the scientists kept records of their accumulated data?
How do scientists keep records today?

How did people travel between their home and sanitarium during the winters in the late 1800’s?

List three features of the lab that show it was designed and built in 1894.
1.
2.
3.

Name three diseases that are studied/researched at the Trudeau Institute today.
1. Read the information on Occupational Therapy. Why do you think Dr. Lawrason Brown developed an occupational therapy program for TB patients?

2. Why were people encouraged to buy Christmas Seals in 1934?

3. Name the doctor who used a microscope to diagnose his own TB?

Extra credit: Draw a picture of the 1934 Christmas seal below: